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metaphor as a medium for emotion: an empirical study - metaphor as a medium for emotion: an
empirical study saif m. mohammad, ekaterina shutova, and peter turney national research council canada,
university of cambridge, allen institute for artificial intelligence metaphor as a medium for emotion: an
empirical study - metaphor as a medium for emotion: an empirical study saif m. mohammad national
research council canada saifhammad@nrc-cnrc.gc ekaterina shutova university of cambridge, uk es407@cam
peter d. turney allen institute for artiﬁcial intelligence petert@allenai abstract it is generally believed that a
metaphor tends to have a ... metaphor and the expression of emotion: the value of cross ... - in the
hydraulic metaphor, there is an "image of emotion as a force within us filling up and spilling over" (solomon,
1984, p. 238, citing levy). anger is conceptualized this way, in terms of heat and pressure, in languages as farflung as tahitian (solomon, 1984), hmong emotion, metaphor and narrative - cell - emotion-based
narrative prototypes must proceed in this direction. metaphor analyses another line of research that we could
explore within this framework is the study of the role of metaphorical conceptualization in emotion-based
narratives. for one thing, i wonder if we can simply assume and accept as inconsequential the presence of
inherently ... a comparative study of emotion metaphors between english ... - a comparative study of
emotion metaphors between english and chinese xiao liu inner mongolia university of finance and economics,
huhhot, china guodong zhao inner mongolia university of finance and economics, huhhot, china
abstract—different from traditional linguistics which views metaphor as a means of rhetoric, cognitive
metaphor as a medium for emotion: an empirical study - metaphor as a medium for emotion: an
empirical study saif m. mohammad national research council canada saifhammad@nrc-cnrc.gc ekaterina
shutova university of cambridge, uk es407@cam peter d. turney allen institute for articial intelligence
petert@allenai abstract it is generally believed that a metaphor tends to have a stronger ... motion-emotion
metaphors in english, swedish and spanish ... - motion-emotion metaphors in english, spanish and
swedish, focusing on the source domain motion. following the approach of an earlier study by zlatev, blomberg
and magnusson (2012) this study used a more systematic method with a clearer procedure improving
comparison between the languages by a comparative study on basic emotion conceptual metaphors ...
- 2. universality and variation in emotion conceptual metaphors since cognitive linguists (lakoff & johnson,
1980) claim that metaphor is of the mind, the brain, and the body, many people who are familiar with lakoff’s
view of metaphor expect that “conceptual metaphors” are largely or mostly universal. emotions, the
horserace metaphor and the 2008 presidential ... - emotions, the horserace metaphor and the 2008
presidential campaign political advertisements and horserace news stories are two of the dominant forms of
presidential campaign communication. candidates spend millions of dollars on ads to convey their images and
messages in hopes of persuading undecided voters, energizing their base metaphor in professional
counseling - ortony, 1987). lakoff and johnson (1980) described metaphor as an approach for conceptualizing
the experience of emotion in a form that is relatable to other individuals. metaphor is viewed as a way to
cognitively organize the emotional experience (crawford, 2009; lakoff & johnson, 1980). it is possible anger,
love and sadness revisited: differences in emotion ... - in a next step, each emotion was examined with
respect to the conceptual metaphors that were used. for this purpose, the metaphorical expressions were
analyzed as to whether they belong to a conceptual metaphor or not, leaving those one shot metaphors
disregarded. the idea of conceptual meta- metaphor: imagery devices used by morgan to describe ... metaphor: imagery devices used by morgan to describe organizations as culture and psychic prisons . lisa m.
renz . regent university . this article demonstrates the practical applications of metaphors in diagnosing
problems and developing translating emotion-related metaphors: a cognitive approach - translating
emotion-related metaphors: a cognitive approach jasmina hanić, tanja pavlović & alma jahić university of tuzla
abstract the paper explores the existence of cognitive linguistics principles in translation of emotion-related
metaphorical expressions. cognitive linguists (lakoff & johnson, 1980; lakoff, 1987) define metaphor the
emotion-is-liquid metaphor in english and vietnamese ... - the mappings for the emotion is liquid
metaphor. despite the overwhelming evidence of conceptual metaphors in language, mcglone (1996) casts
down on lakoff perceive metaphors via source-to-target ... second draft copy master metaphor list - alan
schwartz - master metaphor list first edition compiled by george lakoff,jane espenson, and adele goldberg
august, 1989 second edition compiled by george lakoff,jane espenson, and alan schwartz cognitive linguistics
group university of california at berkeley october,1991 this is the second attempt to compile in one place the
results of metaphor research since metaphors and emotions as framing strategies in argumentation metaphors and emotions as framing strategies in argumentation francesca ervas (ervas@unica) department of
pedagogy, psychology, philosophy 1 is mirrionis ... who has the emotion and not from the object of the world –
... morally-based family metaphor (e.g. “we need to use our influence to have countries in africa come
together”). from zoltán kövecses - citeseerx - (1) a cause leads to emotion and (2) emotion leads to some
response. since we know from the event structure metaphor (lakoff, 1990) that causes are conceptualized as
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forces (hence causes are forces), we can regard “cause” in part one and “emotion” in part two as forces. this
then allows us to apply force dynamics to the emotion domain. metaphor and methodology for crosscultural investigation ... - metaphor and methodology for cross-cultural investigation of hebrew emotions 11
have. however, note that the hebrew literally says, “yahweh has completed his heat, poured out the burning of
his nose.” perhaps the hebrew metaphors of burning noses and heat can actually be metaphors zoltán
kövecses, 2000. metaphor and emotion: language ... - the author examines in chapter 4 (51-60) the
relationship between emotion metaphors and lakoff’s (1990) event structure metaphor. in chapter 5 (61-86),
inspired by talmy’s (1988) notion of ‘force dynamic’, the author shows that what underlies most of the emotion
metaphors is a “master metaphor”, namely, emotion is force. emotions as weak biases in metaphor
formation - metaphor selection and interpretation. formal models of metaphor although artificial intelligence
has largely ignored metaphor’s relationship to emotion, it has articulated the formal structure of metaphoric
inference. metaphors are inferences of the form, a is b, where properties of b (the metaphor’s source) are
inferred to apply to a (the ... metaphor: a practical introduction, second edition - the corpus linguistic
study of metaphor emotion metaphors the theory of metonymy metaphor in foreign language teaching
metaphor in the study of grammar and others. all of these areas are now discussed in this second edition of
metaphor: a practical introduction, and two of them, the embodiment of emotion metaphors and metametaphor and monophony in the twentieth-century psychology ... - metaphor and emotion 61
emotions in man and animals attempted to place the emotions on more seemingly certain biological grounds.
this interminability of debate is most effectively illustrated by consider-ing the "objects of study" themselves,
that which is identified as an emotion. your emotional bank account - integrated leadership systems metaphor created by stephen covey called the emotional bank account that i wanted to pass along to all of
you. we all know how our regular bank account works. we make deposits, save up money, and when we need
that money later, we withdraw it. an emotional bank account is an account of trust instead of money.
metaphor and emotion: eros in the greek novel - metaphor in the understanding of ἔρως as an emotion
has not yet been fully appreciated, and that an understanding of metaphor is essential for gauging which parts
of the folk model of the emotion are culturally specific or universal, and how these sections interact. 4 a
comparative analysis of emotion conceptual metaphor in ... - a comparative analysis of emotion
conceptual metaphor in english and bangla 265 languages differ from one another structurally and could be
acceptably classified into three basic categories, namely isolating, agglutinating and inflecting or fusional
(lyons, 1968, p. 187). the role of metaphors in descriptions of emotions - aclweb - metaphor may
enable us to convey a great deal of information in a succinct manner by obviating the need to isolate the
predicates to be expressed into their corresponding lexical representations. ... emotion theorists frequently
attribute differential significance to the subjective experience of emotion (de rivera, 1977) or to their
associated ... metaphorical sentences are more emotionally engaging than ... - to appear, journal of
cognitive neuroscience metaphorical sentences are more emotionally engaging than their literal counterparts
francesca m.m. citron1,2* , adele e. goldberg2,1 1 cluster of excellence “languages of emotion”, freie
universität berlin, berlin, germany sentiment analysis: emotion, metaphor, - csandeis - linguistics, the
notions of emotion and metaphor interact in a number of complex ways. it has been argued that conceptual
metaphors underlie human understanding and processing of emotion. for example, in the debate over the
environment, the choice of the term ‘global warming’ over the neutral ‘climate change’ gives (negative)
cristóbal pagán cánovas cognitive patterns in greek poetic ... - cognitive patterns in greek poetic
metaphors of emotion 297 basis for conflating, say, a feeling with a spatial event; we also do this in a way that
allows us to achieve certain goals, within a ... conceptualizing emotions through metaphors in fortress
... - using conceptual metaphor theory (cmt), this article examines how metaphors of emotion are constituted
in the chinese novel fortress besieged (wei cheng). the article makes two important contributions to cmt and ...
studies conducted on the function of metaphor in conceptualizing emotions (kövecses, l986, 1988, 1990, 1991,
the cambridge handbook of metaphor and thought - the cambridge handbook of metaphor and thought
... of metaphor in cognitive linguistics and of irony in language and thought: a cognitive science reader and is
editor of the journal metaphor and symbol. his research interests include psycholinguistics, ﬁgurative
language, and pragmatics. ... 21 metaphor and emotion 380 liberating the zeitgeist: using metaphor &
emotion to ... - liberating the zeitgeist using metaphor and emotion to unlock the transcendent nature of the
short story a case study vincent hugh bish, jr. box number: 700034 short story masterpieces a study on
emotional metaphors in yellow emperor - metaphor plays an important role in the context of the
conceptualization of things, the “vast majority of lan-guage to express emotion is metaphorical” (kövecses,
2000: p. 5). metaphor is an important cognitive style, which people use to know the world with one thing to
understand other abstract thing. and emotional metaphors conceptual metaphor related to emotion
cecep agus abstrak - conseptual metaphor related to emotion. this study investigates whether there are
conceptual metaphors occuring in english representing emotion as a whole in british national corpus (bnc). it
analyzes the signals people use to express emotion, looking at the social and cultural functions of emotional
language around the world. this study, analysis of conceptual metaphors of selected emotions in ... emotion. we will try to make clear in which ways conceptual metaphor theory can enrich the study of emotion.
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the second part consists of the case studies investigating the nature of emotion concepts and language that
we use when talking about them. the main focus is on the slovak expressions and acceptance and
commitment therapy (act) - acceptance and commitment therapy (act) is a mindfulness-based, valuesdirected behavioural therapy. there are six core processes in act: the essence of act: 2 major goals •
acceptance of unwanted private experiences which are out of personal control the origin of universal
human emotions - david matsumoto - the origin of universal human emotions david matsumoto, ph.d. san
francisco state university photos in figure 2 reprinted with permission from bob willingham article prepared for
national geographic science (spain) the evolution of human emotion in the social sciences, feelings are
referred to as “affect,” and there are many when motion becomes emotion - diva-portal - human being
visualizes the emotion as being inside a person, as surrounding the person or as making the person perform a
movement. in this study, the majority of the studied verbs visualize a movement associated with an emotion.
understanding a metaphor is an advanced metaphorical framing influences how we think about ... - if
the target was an emotion, then the expression was considered an emotion metaphor. results and discussion
we extracted a hundred randomly selected sentences containing the expressions of interest with the exception
of inunda and rebosa that elicited only a total of 25 and 75 sentence hits respectively. then, we counted the
number of a cognitive aproach to the role of body parts in the ... - parts in the conceptualization of
emotion metaphors' sandra peÑa cervel uned. madrid abstract this paper attemps to offer a basic blueprint for
the analysis of metaphors for emotion« and some realted abstract constructs which exploit body parts in their
source domains. we adopt the weu-known cognitive linguistics framework, metaphorical expressions of
anger and happiness in english ... - metaphor is central not only to rhetoric but also to the study of
language and cognition in general. ... in both languages, the emotion of anger is conceptualized as a
destructive force that may be harmful not only to the angry people but also to people around them.
descriptively, a difference between english and chinese is that chinese ... poetry genre s pryzbylkowski d-6
- extended metaphor poem examples poetry genre study, pryzbylkowski d-6 high speed and non-controllable
winds. the first thing you notice is the unfinished bed, with sheets tossed around like a salad. then, your eyes
gaze at the floor. emotion and cognition: insights from studies of the human ... - keywords emotion
regulation, learning, memory, attention, ... however, the computer metaphor is no longer the primary
inspiration in studies of human cognition. there has been a new revolution inspired by advances in
neuroscience and techniques for study-ing the human brain. understanding how cognition is linked to neural
function is metaphor and music - lawrence zbikowski - metaphor and music lawrence m. zbikowski ...
nomenon of metaphor and the cultural practice of music back to the earliest written records. (there is, for
instance, a brief dis-cussion of metaphors used by aristoxenus, ... of some emotion (budd, 1989; davies, 1994,
150–166). weather as the source domain for metaphorical expressions - weather as the source domain
for metaphorical expressions izabela Żołnowska ... metaphor is based on understanding and experiencing one
thing in terms of another (1980: 5). for this reason, each metaphor has a source domain and a target domain.
... al, implying internal and external coherence between a given concept and emotion. gestures of korean
emotion metaphors: a case study for ... - gestures of korean emotion metaphors: a case study for anger,
happiness and sadness by ebru türker university of pittsburgh earlier studies have already argued that
metaphors are not just a phenomenon of verbal language more than words - brown university - more than
words: metaphor in the mind, brain, and literature by liza freedman weisberg a senior honors thesis submitted
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of bachelor of arts with honors in science and society
brown university may, 2012 emotional context modulates embodied metaphor comprehension amined the link between metaphor and emotion (bohrn et al., 2012; citron and goldberg, 2014). one example
is an fmri study by citron and goldberg (2014) in which participants read sen-tences with metaphorical content
(‘she looked at him sweetly’) and carefully matched literal counterparts (‘she looked at him kindly’).
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